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Cleveland is winning again. And it’s not just the Cavaliers and the Indians, but the City itself. 
Cleveland continues to attract young residents with a bounty of amenities, many of which 
are the result of the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative (GLRI). In the Trump 
Administration’s proposed budget commencing in July 2018, though, the GLRI is subject to 
a 90% slashing. Ninety percent is a significant figure, of course, as the Great Lakes constitute 
90% of the country’s volume of freshwater. The ongoing restoration of the Great Lakes is 
essential for our national health, wealth and security and, with GLRI support, Cleveland is 
well-positioned to develop and export the technologies needed to promote the “blue 
economy” around the world. 
 
The blue economy is the economic sector dedicated to the sustainable stewardship of bodies 
of freshwater across the globe. The Great Lakes and its rivers provide residents and tourists 
with drinking water, recreation, and fishing for sport and food. The lakes and rivers also 
provide industry with the infrastructure for international cargo transportation. After various 
state and provincial alliances emerged in the 1980s and 1990s, the Great Lakes recovery 
from the “brown economy” commenced in earnest with the 2009 establishment of the 
GLRI. The GLRI addresses a range of threats to the Lakes’ vitality: from fishery exploitation 
in Chipewwa, Minnesota, to nutrient loading along the Lake Ontario shore of Rochester, 
New York. Initiative-sponsored projects are long-term, with renewal options through 2021, 
and they’re designed to yield long-term benefits to the ecology and the economy.  
 
This multi-sector initiative includes dozens of rivers in the Great Lakes Basin designated as 
areas of concern (AOCs) for various forms of remediation. In order to restore fish and 
wildlife habitat along the Black River (Lorain County), nonprofit organizations and county 
and state officials started in 2015 the removal of 500,000 cubic yards of steel mill by-product 
from the floodplain. The project’s completion date is December 2021, and real estate 
development, retail, and wildlife are already returning to the area. Along the Cuyahoga River, 
students in architectural design from Ohio State and Kent State seek new ways to establish 
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fish habitats along busy cargo routes. The safer the river is for fish, the more attractive its 
shores are for real-estate developers, who increasingly understand their role in making the 
city more bike- and pedestrian-friendly. With projects across the Great Lakes region ongoing 
through 2021, it’s critical that our elected officials preserve its integrity for the benefit of 
local ecologies, regional economies, and the continued advancement of technologies capable 
of addressing the global water crisis. 
 
While robust funding remains essential, the global water crisis requires a robust commitment 
to innovation, too. With their reservoirs at perilous levels, officials in South Africa confront 
the inevitability of their citizens’ first day without water. India’s one billion citizens drain 
over half of their groundwater wells faster than they can be replenished. The nutrient 
pollution giving rise to harmful algal blooms on Lake Michigan, Lake Erie, and Florida’s 
Treasure Coast affect ecologies and economies on every continent save Antarctica. Thanks 
to the GLRI, we know more about algal blooms than ever before, but a “Smart Lake” 
monitoring system—with the proper detection and alerting technologies, multi-state research 
networks, and data-driven analytics—is still in its developmental stage.   
 
With our region’s abundance of top-notch research scientists, government agencies, and 
venture capitalists, we have the capacity in the next five years to develop the technological 
platform to properly monitor Lake Erie. The infrastructure will be capable, first, of 
integrated monitoring, from 31 observation stations, of key drivers of harmful algal blooms 
and, second, the delivery of updates to regional stakeholders every ten minutes. The 
management and data platform for this project would be closely assessed in terms of its 
transparency and transferability, so that this platform can be replicated in at-risk sites around 
the world.  
 
A stark choice awaits President Trump and the members of Congress: either ensure that 
GLRI funding continues as planned, along with a future of vibrant freshwater resources, or 
pray for rain, and a lot of it, in equitable distribution from California’s redwood forests to 
Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay, and from Lake Superior to the Florida everglades. With 
Cleveland’s central location in the Great Lakes region, along with its growing network of 
committed leaders, scientists, and venture capitalists, the City is well-situated to serve both as 
an incubator for water-smart technologies and a model metropolis of the blue economy. 
Cleveland can become the technologically-savvy “Green City” on a blue lake. Should short-
sightedness prevail, cities from Toledo to Buffalo will abut a green lake, and Cleveland will 
once again be singing the blues. 
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